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Abstract—We present SCCA-HSIC, a method for finding
sparse non-linear multivariate relations in high-dimensional
settings by maximizing the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence
Criterion (HSIC). We propose efficient optimization algorithms
using a projected stochastic gradient and Nyström approxima-
tion of HSIC. We demonstrate the favourable performance of
SCCA-HSIC over competing methods in detecting multivariate
non-linear relations both in simulation studies, with varying
numbers of related variables, noise variables, and samples, as
well as in real datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Canonical correlation methods [1] are applied to uncover
multivariate relations between variables in the columns of
data matrices, or views, X ∈ Rn×p and Y ∈ Rn×q where n
denotes the sample size and p and q the numbers of variables
respectively. In general, these methods identify the related
variables and the form of the multivariate relation [2].

The classical CCA methods find canonical coefficient
vectors, u ∈ Rp and v ∈ Rq , that maximize the linear
correlation, ρ = 〈Xu,Yv〉/||Xu||2||Yv||2, between the
score vectors, Xu and Yv. These methods are best appli-
cable to relatively low-dimensional data that contains linear
relations. In high-dimensional settings, different regularized
variants of CCA are used, based on shrinking the associated
covariance matrices [3], [4] or using sparsity inducing norms
[5]–[7].

Non-linear multivariate relations can be analyzed by ker-
nel CCA (KCCA) [8] and deep CCA [9]. In KCCA, the
observations are implicitly mapped through kernel functions
to potentially high-dimensional Hilbert spaces where the
canonical correlation is then evaluated. Non-linear relations
can be analyzed using non-linear kernels. However, the
underlying projections are not explicit which complicates the
interpretation of the related variables. In deep CCA (DCCA),
every observation is non-linearly transformed multiple times

through a layered neural network in both views, which are
trained to maximize the canonical correlation of the network
outputs. Although the method finds non-linear relations the
related variables are difficult to identify due to the neural
network.

In [10], Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC)
was introduced as an alternative non-linear measure of
(in)dependence, which has since been used for different ma-
chine learning tasks such as independent component analysis
[11], feature selection [12] and, related to this paper, non-
linear CCA [13]. The CCA-HSIC method [13] uses HSIC as
a non-linear correlation measure, in place of the usual linear
correlation. CCA-HSIC was shown to extract linear and
non-linear multivariate relations with interpretable related
variables. However, it relies on `2 norm regularization, and
hence lacks sparsity which makes interpretation difficult in
high-dimensional settings. Recently in [14], a sparse non-
linear CCA approach relying on sparse feature-wise multiple
kernel learning (MKL) framework, named two-stage kernel
CCA (TSKCCA) was introduced. The approach finds non-
linear relations through the kernels, however, the feature-
wise MKL approach limits the capacity of the method in
finding non-linear multivariate relations. Additionally, the
computation of the feature-wise kernels makes TSKCCA
intractable for large-scale studies.

This paper presents SCCA-HSIC that finds sparse non-
linear multivariate relations from two-view data, and iden-
tifies the underlying related variables. Additionally, we pro-
pose a Nyström approximated version of SCCA-HSIC for
large-scale studies. SCCA-HSIC is evaluated and compared
in simulation studies together with TSKCCA [14], CCA-
HSIC [13], KCCA [8], SCCA [5], and DCCA [9], as well
as in real datasets.

II. SPARSE CCA THROUGH HSIC OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we put forward SCCA-HSIC, a novel
method to find sparse non-linear relations between two sets
of variables. We denote by I the identity matrix, by 1 the



vector of all ones, by ‖.‖p the lp norm, and by 〈, 〉 the inner
product.

A. Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion

Given two separable reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
Hx and Hy, the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion
(HSIC) [15] between two sets of variables φ(x) ∈ Hx and
φ(y) ∈ Hy is defined as the squared Hilbert-Schmidt norm
of the associated cross-covariance operator cov(φ(x), φ(y)).
When the kernel matrices Kx ∈ Rn×n and Ky ∈ Rn×n are
defined in Hilbert spaces Hx and Hy, the empirical HSIC
measure, in terms of centered kernel matrices, K̂x and K̂y,
is expressed as follows:

ρ(x,y) = HSIC(Kx,Ky) =
trace(K̂xK̂y)

(n− 1)2
. (1)

The centered kernels are given by K̂x = HKxH and
K̂y = HKyH, where H = I − 1

n11T is the centering
operator. Intuitively, HSIC is maximized when the pairwise
similarities encoded by the entries of the two kernel matrices
Kx and Ky match.

B. SCCA-HSIC Model

We assume that sparse subsets of variables in one view,
captured by u ∈ Rp, are potentially non-linearly related
with sparse sets of variables in the other view, captured by
v ∈ Rq . Hence we find sparse u and v by maximizing the
non-linear relation in terms of HSIC of two projected vari-
ables Xu and Yv while considering `1 norm regularization
on u and v. Constraining the variables by their `1 norm
induces sparsity in the estimate. Hence to find a sparse set of
variables from Rp and Rq we solve following optimization
problem

max
u,v

ρ(u,v) =
trace(K̂uK̂v)

(n− 1)2
(2)

s.t. ‖u‖1 ≤ sx and ‖v‖1 ≤ sy

where Ku and Kv are the Gram matrices for projected
data uTxi and vTyi, i.e., Ku

ij = 〈uTxi,u
Txi〉 and

Kv
ij = 〈vTyi,v

Tyi〉. The degree of sparsity in u and v
is controlled by user-defined constants sx and sy . A smaller
value of sx and sy implies greater sparsity. Henceforth, we
denote this proposed model as SCCA-HSIC.

In SCCA-HSIC, `1 regularization can be applied either
on both or on only one of the views. Using `2 norm
regularization constraint on both u and v in (2) results in
CCA-HSIC [13].

Deflation [16] is applied to obtain multiple multivariate re-
lations. As an example for u, upon finding the mth estimate
for u(m) from the current data matrix X(m), the following
orthogonal projection vector u(m+1) can be obtained by
solving X(m+1) = X(m) − u(m)u(m)T X(m)T

u(m)T u(m)
. The same

procedure is applied on v. In this way, the resulting sets of

1: Input: X, Y, M (components), R (repetitions),
δ (convergence limit), px and py (norms of u and v)
sx and sy (l1 or l2 norm constraints for u and v),
σu and σv (standard deviations of the Gaussian kernels)
Nyström approximation: π (proportion of columns)

2: Output: U, V
3: for all m = {1, 2, . . . ,M} do
4: for all r = {1, 2, . . . , R} do
5: Initialize umr and vmr
6: (Sample π columns uniformly without replacement)
7: *Compute Ku, Kv , K̂u, and K̂v

8: repeat
9: *Compute fold = ρ(u,v)

10: Compute ∇u =
∂ρ(u,v)
∂u

11: Update umr =
∏
‖.‖px≤sx

(umr + γ∇u)
(The step size γ determined by line search)

12: *Compute Ku and K̂u

13: Compute ∇v =
∂ρ(u,v)
∂v

14: Update vmr =
∏
‖.‖py≤sy

(vmr + γ∇v)

(The step size γ determined by line search)
15: *Compute Kv and K̂v

16: *Compute fcurrent = ρ(u,v)
17: until |fold − fcurrent|/|fold + fcurrent| < δ
18: fr = fcurrent, ur = umr , vr = vmr
19: end for
20: Select r∗ = arg maxr fr
21: Store U(:,m) = ur∗ , V(:,m) = vr∗
22: Deflate X(m), Y(m) by U(:,m) and V(:,m)
23: end for
24: Return: U, V

Figure 1. SCCA-HSIC. The Nyström approximated version is given in
italics. The approximations, shown by asterisks, of Ku, K̂u,Kv , and K̂v

are Φ̃X , Φ̂X , Φ̃Y and Φ̂Y respectively. The approximated objective is (3).

vectors {u(1),u(2), . . .} and {v(1),v(2), . . .} are mutually
orthogonal.

C. Algorithms

We propose a projected stochastic gradient ascent algo-
rithm (Figure 1) for solving (2), as well as a large-scale
variant relying on Nyström approximation of the kernel
matrices. As the kernels, any universal kernel can be used,
including the Gaussian kernel [15]. Different kernels can be
used for the two views.

To maximize the objective function in (2) along the
gradient, we apply a stochastic mini-batch gradient. Let
∇u and ∇v denote the gradients of the kernel functions
with respect to u and v. In every step, we select a mini-
batch of random combinations of (i, j) and calculate the
gradient with respect to only the selected set of data points.
Let {I,J } denote the random index pair for an iteration.
The gradient with respect to u using the Gaussian kernel
function, Ku

ij = exp−σx(u
Txi−uTxj)

2

, is calculated as:
∇u = −2σx

∑
{i,j}∈{I,J}Ku

ijK̂
v
ij(xi − xj)(xi − xj)

Tu.
The gradient can be computed similarly for v. Regulariza-
tion is achieved by a projection

∏
‖.‖p≤s(u) onto lp norm

ball. For p = 2,
∏
‖.‖p≤s(u) = su/‖u‖2. For p = 1 we

follow the method of `1 ball projection described in [17].
The calculation of all the entries of the kernel matrices Kv

and Ku is O(n2d), d ∈ {p, q} which makes the method in-



tractable for large datasets. Very recently, an approximation
of the HSIC criterion [18] relying on the Nyström method
[19] K̂nys = CW− 1

2 (CW− 1
2 )T = Φ̃Φ̃T was presented,

where the matrix C ∈ Rn×nnys consists of nnys randomly
chosen columns of kernel K and W ∈ Rnnys×nnys is the
kernel submatrix induced by the chosen columns and rows.
Fast computation is achieved by approximating K̂nys with
the uncentered covariance matrix Σ̃ of size nnys × nnys:
Σ̃ = (CW− 1

2 )TCW− 1
2 = Φ̃T Φ̃. Let Σ̃X = Φ̃TXΦ̃X and

Σ̃Y = Φ̃TY Φ̃Y denote the uncentered covariance matrices
of view X and Y respectively. To obtain an approximate
estimator of the HSIC, given in (1), the Φ̃X and Φ̃Y are first
centered through Φ̂ = (In− 1

n11T )Φ̃, where Φ̂ ∈ Rn×nnys .
Using the approximated kernel functions Φ̂X and Φ̂Y , the
biased Nyström estimator of HSIC, ρ̃, is given by

ρ̃ = || 1
n

Φ̂TXΦ̂Y ||2F . (3)

The Nyström approximations reduce the computational cost
to O(nnys(n + n2nys)d), which is less than O(n2) when
n3nys < n2.

We sample the columns uniformly without replacement,
which is cheap and efficient, and also the most popular
method in practice [20].

III. EXPERIMENTS

The performance of SCCA-HSIC is evaluated on both
simulated and the publicly available Boston housing [21]
and body fat [22] datasets 1. We use the Gaussian kernel as
the non-linear kernel due to its universality property [15].
The standard deviation of every kernel is set by the median
heuristic. All variables are standardized to have a zero mean
and unit variance. In all experiments, to obtain an optimal
result for each method, we tune the hyperparameters by re-
peated 3-fold cross validation. For SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA,
and SCCA, we tune the `1 norm constraints. For CCA-
HSIC, the `2 norm constraints are tuned. For KCCA, the
regularization constants are optimized. For DCCA, which is
applied only in simulation studies, we apply three hidden
layers with 18 units in each layer. When extracting a linear
relation, we apply a linear activation function and for all the
other relations a sigmoid activation function. We tune the
learning rate and the momentum hyperparameters.

A. Evaluation Metrics

As in [13], to have a consistent metric for assessing the
predictiveness of a relation of any form, we employ the
test HSIC value which is obtained by computing the Gram
matrices Ku and Kv of (2) on the test data Xtestu and
Ytestv using the projections u and v obtained form the
training data.

1The MATLAB codes are available on https://github.com/
aalto-ics-kepaco/scca-hsic.

In addition to the test HSIC, when the ground truth is
known, we apply the F1 score F1 = 2TP

2TP+FP+FN where
TP, FP, and FN denote the true positives, false positives,
and false negatives respectively. In our case, the labels
refer to the zero/non-zero coefficient values in the estimated
vector u (resp. v) and the ground truth. For KCCA, the
explicit projections are not available, so to compare KCCA
with the other methods, we compute approximations of the
projection directions by ũ = XT

trainα and ṽ = YT
trainβ.

For KCCA and CCA-HSIC methods that produce non-sparse
projections, the most highly activated entries are picked out
by first scaling the vectors so that the absolute values are
between zero and one, and zeroing out all entries less than
0.05 setting the rest of the entries equal to 1.

B. Finding Non-Linear Relations

In this experiment, we analyze how SCCA-HSIC,
TSKCCA, CCA-HSIC, KCCA, DCCA and SCCA extract
linear, sinusoidal, and hyperbolic multivariate relations. Ev-
ery relation is simulated in a single dataset. For every
relation, we generate two data matrices X and Y of sizes
n × p and n × q, where n = 300, p = 20 and q = 20
respectively. The variables in the columns, denoted by
superscripts, of X and Y are generated from a random
univariate normal distribution, x1,x2, . . . ,x20 ∼ N(0, 1)
and y3,y4, . . . ,y20 ∼ N(0, 1). The three relations are
simulated in three datasets by y1 + y2 = f(x1 + x2) + ξ
where ξ ∼ N(0, 0.05) denotes a vector of normal noise
and the relations are the linear f(x) = x, sinusoidal
f(x) = sin x, and hyperbolic f(x) = 1/x.

Figure 2. The transformations on test data are shown. The horizontal and
vertical axes of every plot correspond to Xtestu and Ytestv respectively.
The columns correspond to the extracted relation and rows to the method.
The δ corresponds to the difference between the predicted HSIC and the
ground truth HSIC.

The transformations on test data are shown in Figure 2.
The linear relations, visualized in the first column, are best
extracted by DCCA, SCCA-HSIC, and CCA-HSIC. KCCA
also performs reasonably well. SCCA and TSKCCA perform
similarly in extracting linear relations which may result from
the penalized matrix decomposition procedure used in both.
As for the the non-linear relations, SCCA-HSIC finds both



the sinusoidal, in the second column, and the hyperbolic,
in the third column, relations most clearly and accurately.
CCA-HSIC is also able to find the sinusoidal relation, but
the hyperbolic relation is not accurately extracted. The other
methods do not extract the sinusoidal and hyperbolic patterns
accurately. As in the case of the linear relation, although
TSKCCA maximizes HSIC between the feature-wise kernels
the penalized matrix decomposition procedure may make the
extraction of multivariate relations difficult.

C. Predictive Performance

We compare SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA, CCA-HSIC,
KCCA, and DCCA when the number of related and
noise variables increases. We analyze the performance
using three polynomial relations of the form f(x) = xd,
where d = 1, 2, 3 that is linear, quadratic, and cubic
relations respectively. We also analyze two transcendental
relations, the exponential and the logarithmic relations, of
the form f(x) = exp(x) and f(x) = log(x) respectively.
We resample every simulated relation 10 times to report
average performance.

As performance metrics, we apply the test HSIC and
the F1 score on u and v. The reported test HSIC values
and F1 scores are averages over the 10 repetitions and the
five simulated relations. The final reported F1 score is the
average of the F1 scores computed for u and v.

1) Increasing the Number of Related Variables: This
experiment shows how SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA, CCA-HSIC,
KCCA, and DCCA perform when the number of related
variables in the multivariate functions increases. We generate
two data matrices X and Y of sizes n×p and n× q, where
n = 300, p = 20 and q = 20 respectively. The variables
in the columns of X and Y are generated from a random
univariate uniform distribution, x1,x2, . . . ,x20 ∼ U [0, 1]
and y3,y4, . . . ,y20 ∼ U [0, 1]. The simulated functions,
given in the first paragraph of the Section III-C, are of the
form y1 + y2 = f(

∑l
i=1 xi) + ξ where l = 1, 2, 3, 4 and

ξ ∼ N(0, 0.05) denotes a vector of normal noise.
The results are shown in Figure 3 (A). SCCA-HSIC

is marginally better than CCA-HSIC and KCCA in terms
of test HSIC, independently from the number of related
variables, with TSKCCA and DCCA significantly worse. In
terms of F1 score, SCCA-HSIC is clearly more accurate
than the competing methods, independently of the number
of related variables.

2) Increasing the Number of Noise Variables: This ex-
periment demonstrates how SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA, CCA-
HSIC, KCCA, and DCCA perform when the number of
noise variables increases. The functions, given in the first
paragraph of the Section III-C, are of the form y1 + y2 =
f(x1 +x2 +x3)+ξ where ξ ∼ N(0, 0.05) denotes a vector
of normal noise. We generate two data matrices X and Y
of sizes n× p and n× q, where n = 300 respectively. The
dimensions tested are p = q = 10, 20, 30, 40. The variables

Figure 3. The results when the number of related and noise variables
increases are shown in (A) and (B) respectively. The test HSIC and F1 score
are shown on the first and second row respectively. (C) The performance of
SCCA-HSIC-Nys, SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA, and KCCA when the sample
size increases. The points on the plot are labeled by the final test HSIC
value at the convergence. The computation time is given in hours on a
logarithmic scale. TSKCCA and KCCA cannot be performed at the sample
size of 50000 or greater due to memory requirements of 165.6 GB and
16.6 GB respectively. CCA-HSIC and SCCA-HSIC were not performed at
sample sizes greater than 5000 since the computation times at 5000 were
29 and 7 hours, respectively, in comparison to 1.1, 0.06, and 0.12 hours
for SCCA-HSIC-Nys, TSKCCA, and KCCA respectively.

in the columns of X and Y are generated from a random
univariate uniform distribution, x1,x2, . . . ,xp ∼ U [0, 1] and
y3,y4, . . . ,yq ∼ U [0, 1].

The results are shown in Figure 3 (B). The test HSIC
plot shows that SCCA-HSIC, CCA-HSIC, and KCCA tol-
erate noise equally until the number of 30 noise variables.
TSKCCA and KCCA perform similarly at the number of
40 noise variables. In terms of F1 score, SCCA-HSIC
outperforms the other methods until the number of 30 noise
variables. TSKCCA and DCCA follow a different pattern,
having a low but stable test HSIC value independent of
the number of noise variables. In the case of TSKCCA,
where the coefficients are available and the F1 score can
be computed, it can be deduced that it finds some of the
related variables correctly, regardless of the number of noise
variables. For DCCA, we cannot compute the F1 score since
we do not have access to the coefficient vectors.



D. Scalability of Nyström Approximated SCCA-HSIC

This experiment demonstrates the scalability of Nyström
approximated SCCA-HSIC, that will be referred to as
SCCA-HSIC-Nys. We compare SCCA-HSIC-Nys with the
kernel-based methods, that is TSKCCA, CCA-HSIC, and
KCCA. Additionally, we compare SCCA-HSIC-Nys with
the unapproximated SCCA-HSIC. We apply the KCCA
version of [8] that employs the partial Gram-Schmidt or-
thogonalization for decomposing the kernel matrices. All
computations are performed on a MacBook Pro with Intel
Core i7 (2.2 GHz quad core processor) with 16 GB main
memory.

We generate two data matrices X and Y of sizes n×p and
n × q, where p = 20 and q = 20 respectively. The sample
sizes tested are n = 100, 500, 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000, and
100000. Due to memory requirements KCCA and TSKCCA
are only run with maximum of 10000 examples, and due
to time-consumption, CCA-HSIC and SCCA-HSIC are only
run with up to 5000 examples.

The variables in the columns of X and Y are gen-
erated from a random univariate uniform distribution,
x1,x2, . . . ,x20 ∼ U [0, 1] and y3,y4, . . . ,y20 ∼ U [0, 1]. As
the simulated relation, we select the exponential multivariate
relation of the form y1 +y2 = exp(x1 +x2 +x3)+ξ where
ξ ∼ N(0, 0.05) denotes a vector of normal noise. The hy-
perparameter π, that is the proportion of columns for SCCA-
HSIC-Nys, is set to π = {1, 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005} for
the various sample sizes respectively.

The results are shown in Figure 3 (C). In terms of
test HSIC, SCCA-HSIC-Nys outperforms on both small
and large datasets. It is more accurate in identifying the
simulated relation than the faster TSKCCA and KCCA. In
general, CCA-HSIC and SCCA-HSIC find the simulated
relation equally well but at a much longer computation time
which is best seen when the sample size is 5000.

E. Real Datasets

1) Boston Housing Dataset: We analyze the Boston
housing dataset [21], [23]. The dataset was analyzed for
determining a household’s willingness to pay for air quality
improvements in the Boston metropolitan area. It contains
506 observations of 16 variables. The descriptions of the
variables can be found in [23]. Here we use the standard
abbreviations. A negative non-linear relation between the
median value of the owner occupied homes (CMEDV) and
lower socioeconomic status (LSTAT) has been previously
reported in [13]. For the two-view analysis, the variables
TRACT, LON, LAT, CMEDV, CRIM, ZN, INDUS, and
NOX form the first view and RM, AGE, DIS, RAD, PTRA-
TIO, B, and LSTAT form the second view.

The test results in terms of test HSIC, ρ and the related
variables are shown in Figure 4. SCCA-HSIC finds the
transformations of highest HSIC value for all three com-
ponents, while CCA-HSIC and TSKCCA alternate for the

second and third best position, KCCA being the weakest
methods in this sense. In particular, the known non-linear
relation between CMEDV and LSTAT is captured in the third
component of SCCA-HSIC. The first components of SCCA-
HSIC, TSKCCA, and CCA-HSIC are intrinsically capturing
the same pattern, that is the TRACT is positively related
with RAD and TAX. TSKCCA selects the same variables,
RAD and TAX for the second view in all components and
associates them with a single variable from the first view.
The second and third components of CCA-HSIC and all
components of KCCA are difficult to interpret due to the
lack of sparsity.

Figure 4. (A) The numbers correspond to the three leading test trans-
formations of the Boston housing dataset. The horizontal and vertical axes
of every plot correspond to Xtestu and Ytestv respectively. The test HSIC
values are indicated by ρ. (B) The heatmaps visualize the u and v.

2) Body Fat Dataset: The body fat dataset [22] contains
252 observations of 15 variables. The variables describe
estimates of the percentage of body fat determined by un-
derwater weighing and various body circumference measure-
ments for 252 men. Five of the variables, which are density
determined by underwater weighing, percent body fat, age,
weight, and height, form the first view. The second view
describes the circumference measurements, that is neck,
chest, abdomen, hip, thigh, knee, ankle, biceps, forearm, and
wrist circumference measurements.

The leading three test transformations and the correspond-
ing u and v are visualized in Figure 5. The HSIC values
of the first test transformations of SCCA-HSIC, TSKCCA,
and CCA-HSIC are very similar. SCCA-HSIC identifies a
multivariate relation between percentage body fat, weight,
height, and abdominal circumference. Height has a negative
effect on the abdominal circumference while body fat and
weight increase it. CCA-HSIC finds the same relation except
that the circumference view is not as straightforward to
interpret. TSKCCA also identifies a relation between weight
and abdominal circumference but since it can only assign
positive values on the variables it does not find the negative



contribution of the height.
SCCA-HSIC finds the relations of highest test HSIC in

the second and third transformations. In the second trans-
formation, SCCA-HSIC identifies that weight can also have
a negative effect on the abdominal circumference. The third
transformation of SCCA-HSIC shows that chest and hip
circumferences increase with increasing weight. This pattern
is also picked up in the first transformation of TSKCCA.
As in the results of the Boston housing dataset, the relations
captured by CCA-HSIC and KCCA cannot be determined
since the coefficients of almost all variables are nonzero.

Figure 5. (A) The numbers correspond to the three leading transformations
of the body fat dataset. See the caption of Figure 4. (B) The heatmaps
visualize the u and v.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have introduced SCCA-HSIC, a method
that extends the family of canonical correlation methods
for finding sparse and non-linear multivariate relations from
potentially high-dimensional and noisy data. The technical
contributions of the paper include the application of the
projected stochastic gradient ascent for maximizing the
HSIC and the use of the Nyström approximation to improve
the tractability in large-scale settings.

To conclude, we have established SCCA-HSIC as an
effective method for finding sparse, potentially non-linear,
multivariate relations in high-dimensional two-view data
settings. The method is applicable to both small and large
datasets, however, the non-convex formulation of the prob-
lem makes it more computationally intensive than previous
convex models such as (K)CCA. This deficiency is in our
opinion more than compensated by the interpretability (due
to sparsity) and the generality of relations (due to HSIC)
that can be uncovered accurately.
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